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RISE UP!!!
DO THE COLORADO HUSKERS HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO BE TOP DOG IN COLORADO???

INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
“THE BROS” SHOCKER 39-12 WIN OVER #3 TEAM SWIFT!
MILE HIGH BUILT & DENVER GOATS LOOKING FOR ANSWERS!
COLORADO MATADORS IMPROBABLE HAIL MARY WIN!
PLAYERS OF THE WEEEK, CFFC SPOTLIGHT, POWER RANKINGS & FEARLESS LINES!

ARTICLES BY: MICHALL PARFITT – COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER
GRAPHICS BY: CORY JUILLARD – PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION

ANOINE KELLY
COLORADO HUSKERS

By Michael Parfitt
Colorado Flag Football Corner
Kicking off the season was the fall PF3 Champions facing off! In one
corner was the A League Champ CTS, and in the other was the B
League Champ Oilers. The Oilers witnesses first hand what other B
League Champions have witnessed, and that is the A league is a big
step up in speed and talent from what the B League offers. The Oilers
fell to CTS 18 to 14. This game was very chippy which almost lead to a
few suspensions. The players involved were sat down for 5 minute
cool down and then allowed to return. Deuce Richardson danced to
the tune of 142yds rushing and 2 TDs on the ground. There wasn't a
ton of yards through the air for CTS, I'm not sure if it was the cold or
some other reason. I can see why the Oilers had trouble passing with
Sthyl Driscoll coming up with two sack to go along with Victor Harris
and Scott O'Hara each adding a sack for the game. The two sacks for
Driscoll is definitely backing up his sack bet before the season. Trevor
Okamoto with the Oilers did manage to toss one touchdown pass on
the day. The Oilers showed some signs of being able to compete
against the A league but the coming weeks will show us what they
got. Next weeks game of CTS vs Menace is the place to be if you want
to see three of the best pass rushers all on one field. For the Oilers
they will try to stop The Bros explosive team.
Speaking of The Bros, they shocked a lot of people with their 39 to 12
win over Team Swift. This game saw Artie Barceló have one of his
worst games in the PF3 by throwing four pics and two of them were
returned for touchdowns. One of those interceptions came from this
week's Denver Athletic Defensive Player of the Week Demitrius
Thornton, who returned it for six. Thornton also came away with 2
flag pulls and a sack that resulted in a safety. That right there is
straight balling. On offense for The Bros, Donell Wells ran for 86yds
and a TD, gaining this week’s Denver Athletic Offensive Player of the
Week honors. But you say that's all, wasn't there better stats then his.
Don't worry baby birds I'll feed ya... Wells also tossed the rock with
precision going 14 of 18 and tossing three TD’s on the day. Oh and by
the way Wells also nabbed an INT on defense. Wells is stepping into a
dual threat QB, but I think I need to dub the nickname of “Triple
Threat” as the dude gets it done on defense too. As for Swift they will
need to figure out what system will work best. Stay with there more
pocket style of offense, or switch to Artie's Russel Wilson style of
offense. They definitely have playmakers all over. We shall see if Swift
figures it out against NoCo Bulls, which might be the game of the
week in the A league. The Bros will see what kind of punch the Oilers
will give them (don't actually throw punches please lol).
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By Michael Parfitt
Colorado Flag Football Corner
Colorado Menace and Denver Goats is always a treat. Unfortunately this game had some missing pieces. Menace is
still without their starting QB Jesse Eaton, and the Goats were without their normal beastly offensive line. One piece
that has made a return to the PF3 since his elbow surgery was Derek "Doc" Holliday. He did really good too with 200
yards passing and fitting it in there for 2 TD’s. Travis Whitham of Menace was quoted as saying "That QB was good,
felt like we were in his face all game, but he was patient and made throws when it mattered." Even as good as Doc
is, he was still sacked five times. Two of those came from league’s sack record holder Donovan Haynes. Two more
came from Korey Wacker who is also playing QB for Menace. Korey was looking like Mike Vick as the Goats had a
tough time tracking him down. Wacker accounted for 178 yds and 3 TD’s through the air. His main receiver was Jess
Riley who had 113yds and 2 TD’s. The Goats did have a chance to score with a 1st and goal at the 20, but a costly
penalty, and then a sack on fourth down by Korey Wacker was what sealed the Goats fate on this day. Not quite
looking like the Goats of the past, but they'll look to figure things out against Mile High Built next week.
The last game in A league had Mile High Built facing the NoCo Bulls. This game got off to a slow start and didn't
really seem to pick up all that much. I'll chalk it up to off season rust for both teams. Mike Timms was definitely not
rusty as he sacked Mile High Built QB's three times. If big Mike can continue that tenacity threw the season then he
could be in the conversation for the sack leader. After one game he is on a record pace! While David Knighton
wasn't at his best, he did account for two TD tosses. One of those touchdown passes went to a new weapon in
Austin Ryan. MHB didn't look to have an answer for Austin as he racked up 88 total receiving yards. We'll have to
keep an eye on this Austin Ryan kid as I hear he is very shifty and hard to guard. Even though MHB took the loss,
they did get a look at their potential QB replacement in former Kansas Jayhawk's QB Jordan Webb. Webb has a
rocket arm, but will need to learn the ropes of flag football to succeed. It's definitely not a shocker that Ross Alisiani
came down with an INT for the game. Big plays are always expected of the 2X PF3 award winner. Also on defense
Austin Rohleder came away with 2 sacks. I’m putting the NoCo Bulls as the favorite to win next week's match up
against Team Swift. "Bold move cotton, let's see if it pays off"
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By Michael Parfitt
Colorado Flag Football Corner
On a crisp cool morning at Infinity Park the B Comp League started the day off with FOE making their return to the
PF3 after a couple seasons away, against the Denver Chiefs. I don't know if it was the time change, the cold, or rust
but both teams had issues. One thing that wasn't an issue was Braden Miltenberger’s legs. In place of John Paul
Gaschler, Braden lead the Chiefs to the 21 to 6 win. He did so by running in two TD’s and tossing one. He did throw
two interceptions which prevented the Chiefs from totally blowing out FOE. On the flip side FOE struggled in their
return. Giving up quite a few sacks (at least six), and throwing two interceptions themselves. The bright spot for FOE
was their defense, and they did score one TD to prevent the shutout. Next week I can see FOE potentially getting
their first win of the season against Sudden Impact. On the flip side the Denver Chiefs will have their hands full with
the Denver Lightning. That could be a very high scoring game.
The second game in the B league featured two new teams to the PF3. While the team Hall of Fame is new, they do
have a few players who have played in the league before. Team Manager Marcus Crowder has put together an
impressive amount of athletic talent. It still remains to be seen if this team will have success against a more talented
and veteran flag football team. They had some struggles getting things going at the beginning. Merica picked off
Hall of Fame in the first series. But Hall of Fame got it together for the 28 to 7 win. Merica definitely saw the uptick
in talent versus their previous league. While I wouldn't say Merica is completely filled with athletic talent, they do
have a kind of scrappiness to them. One of their main weapons is 5'2" Andre Brown, who is shifty and quick. He
definitely is like the flag football version of Darren Sproles. Merica will take on somewhat of a familiar foe next week
in Freestyle where both teams came from the same league.

The Red Raiders are another newer team that has some players with PF3 experience. They held the lead for most of
the game, but Sudden Impact scored late that ended up holding for the win. This game did have some chirping
going on that was on the border of having some players sit for the 5 min cool down. But everyone still kept their
head through out the game. Sudden Impact looked to have minor trouble with the spread offense of the Red
Raiders. The QBs for both team showed they are able to make plays with their legs along with their arms.
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By Michael Parfitt
Colorado Flag Football Corner
Freestyle has finally joined the dark side and is now playing in the PF3. They are seeing first hand what makes the
PF3 the best league in Colorado. They had a very rough match up in trying to stop the Denver Lightning's oyster
offense. One very unfortunate event was the loss of defensive captain Joshua McConnell to a broken patella. Hope
you have a speedy recovery Joshua McConnell! What Freestyle did have on display was the QB who I nicknamed
Pokemon in my previous report, Greg Baldassar. He showed is unorthodox style of left handed sidearm throws are
precise and efficient. The 26 points put up by Freestyle fell just shy of the 30 that John Everhart and Co. put up.
That oyster offense flashes and then strikes. It's a thing of beauty to see the different ways the Lightning attack.
The Mile High Intruders start the season off with a 1 and 0 record after they beat the Assassins 20 to 14. The
Assassins had a rusty day just like most teams, but theirs came in the form of flag pulling difficulties. The positives
the Assassins will take into their game next week against the Mustangs is Dave Meastes showed some good
chemistry with WR's Eric Marshall Gallegos and Eric Yanda. For the Intruders, Mario Robinson ran his way for the
victory. The short passing game was his best friend on the day. The Intruders defense held strong when needed as
the Assassins were driving for the game tying touchdown. The Intruders will take their talents against the Colorado
Huskers. This is definitely gonna be the game of the week to see, as their was a little chatter last week online
between the two teams.
The game of the week ended up being the Colorado Matadors and Kryptonite. This game came down to the last
play with only 5 seconds left to play. Before we discuss that, the first half of the game was dominated by the
Matadors by going up 19 to 0. What put the Matadors up 19 was a twirl and a rumble from Will Stebbins for around
50 yds or so. But with a couple of interceptions and getting it together Kryptonite scored 21 unanswered points. For
Kryptonite they scored just a little to fast as Matadors lined up with five seconds left and threw a Hail Mary.
Stebbins scrambled around slightly and then hucked up a prayer to 6'4"(or taller) teammate Nathan Colegrove.
Being covered by three defenders, Nathan out jumped up and grabbed the ball for the game winning touchdown.
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By Michael Parfitt
Colorado Flag Football Corner
The team a lot of people were curious about was the
Colorado Huskers. With a roster filled with former A
league players, most would of thought they would of
blew out all B league teams they played. Well to start
the season the Denver Alphas gave them a better
look then they probably were anticipating. The Alphas
defense did get three goal line stands against the
Huskers. The Huskers defense is for real though and
in top form as they held Alphas to zero points. The
final score was 21 to 0 Huskers. With J.J. Raterink I'm
sure the offense will start scoring in the 30 or 40
point range in no time.
The final game of week 1 provided us a look at SWAT
and Mustangs. SWAT is stacked with bodies and dang
near can switch between two or three sets of o-lines.
This team has beef and a lot of it. Matthew Marsh still
has his shake and bake moves that resulted in him
running into the end zone. Speaking of shake and
bake, Benji Towers for the Mustangs showed us some
moves on his rumble stumble way to the end zone for
the Mustangs only TD. SWAT came away with the win
finishing the game 32 to 6. One bit of news for the
Mustangs is that Celestino Archuleta became the
oldest guy to pick up a sack in PF3 history. You just
can't stop the Tino, you can only hope to contain the
beast! Next up for SWAT is Kryptonite.
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Rank
1
2
3
4
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6T
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8
9
10
11T
11T
13
14T
14T
16
17
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19T
19T
21
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24

Team
CTS 5 First Place Votes
NoCo Bulls

The Bros
Colorado Menace
Mile High Built
Denver Goats
Team Swift
Oilers
Colorado Huskers
Denver Chiefs
Mile High Intruders
Denver Lightning
SWAT
Colorado Matadors
Kryptonite
HOF- Hall of Fame
Sudden Impact
Freestyle
FOE – Family Over Everything
Assassins
Denver Alphas
Red Raiders
Merica
Mustangs
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It is on the team captains to make sure their players know and follow the PF3 Code of Conduct!
We don’t want to be kicked off these amazing fields we are able to play on for any reason!
The “NEW” PF3 Code of Conduct/Suspensions/Fines/Penalties document can be found our website
www.premierflagfootball.com. Click on the Home tab, then select Documents.
Individuals that can’t adhere to the PF3 Code of Conduct will be quickly eliminated from the PF3!

FIELD REMINDER FOR ALL PLAYERS, CAPTAINS, AND PLAYERS!
A COMP GAMES @ MANUAL HS – DENVER CO
B COMP GAMES ARE @ INFINITY PARK – GLENDALE CO

CO LO RA DO F LAG FOOT BA L L CO R N E R - F EA R L ESS L I N E S
Favorite
Denver Goats
CTS
The Bros
NoCo Bulls
Favorite
Hall of Fame
FOE
Denver Chiefs
Freestyle
Colorado Matadors
Kryptonite
Colorado Huskers
Assassins

A COMP
Line
-8
-3
-7
-6
B COMP
Line
-8
-5
-1
-7
-6
-2
-8
-10

Underdog
Mile High Built
Colorado Menace
Oilers
Team Swift
Underdog
Red Raiders
Sudden Impact
Denver Lightning
Merica
Denver Alphas
SWAT
Mile High Intruders
Mustangs
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By Michael Parfitt
Colorado Flag Football Corner

Colorado Flag Football Corner Player Spotlight!
8 years playing on Freestyle
Position: Linebacker
5’10” 250lbs
Nickname: Bulldog
Throwing - 5
Speed - 6.5
Strength - 9
Blocking - 9
Flag Pulling - 8
Intangibles - 8
Knowledge - 9
Catching - 7
Route Running - 7
Covering - 7.5
Overall - 80

CO LO RA DO F LAG FOOT BA L L CO R N E R - F EA R L ESS L I N E S
Favorite
Denver Goats
CTS
The Bros
NoCo Bulls
Favorite
Hall of Fame
FOE
Denver Chiefs
Freestyle
Colorado Matadors
Kryptonite
Colorado Huskers
Assassins

A COMP
Line
-8
-3
-7
-6
B COMP
Line
-8
-5
-1
-7
-6
-2
-8
-10

Underdog
Mile High Built
Colorado Menace
Oilers
Team Swift
Underdog
Red Raiders
Sudden Impact
Denver Lightning
Merica
Denver Alphas
SWAT
Mile High Intruders
Mustangs
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JUST FOR FUN FLAG FOOTBALL AMERICA IS PUTTING ON A LEAGUE BRACKET CHALLENGE!
IF YOU LIKE WHAT WE DO HERE PLEASE GO AND VOTE FOR US!
NOT TOO MANY LEAGUES OUT THERE DO WHAT WE DO!!!
PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL IS SEEDED NUMBER 13!

GO AND VOTE NOW AT:

http://www.flagfootballamerica.com/flagmadness2018
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1. Georgia United (GA) – Verbally Committed!
2. Sikwidit (NV) – Verbally Committed!
3. CTS (CO) – Verbally Committed!
4. Denver Goats (CO) – Verbally Committed!
5. AZ Union (AZ) – Verbally Committed!
6. Seattle Baddogs (WA) - Verbally Committed!
7. Misfits (UT) - Verbally Committed!
8. Denver Elite (CO) - Verbally Committed!
9. Oilers (CO) - Verbally Committed!
10. NoCo Bulls (CO) - Verbally Committed!
11. DNA - Verbally Committed!
12. Team Swift (CO) - Verbally Committed!
13. Denver Alphas (CO) - Verbally Committed!
14. Denver Chiefs (CO) - Verbally Committed!
15. Colorado Matadors (CO) - Verbally Committed!
16. Kryptonite (CO) - Verbally Committed!

17. Colorado Huskers (CO) – Verbally Committed!
18. Cali Coalition (CA) - Verbally Committed!
19. Denver Rockers (CO) – Verbally Committed!
20. DaBears (UT) - Verbally Committed!
21. Colorado Menace (CO) - Verbally Committed!
22. Colorado Springs VIP (CO) - Interested
23. Long Beach All-Stars (CO) - Interested
24. Goodfellas (OH) - Interested
25. Long Beach All-Stars (CO) - Interested
26. CV Demons (CA) - Interested
27. Spokane Outlaws (WA) - Interested
28. Unleashed (CA) - Interested
29. Grizzly City - Fresno (CA) - Interested
30. –
31. –
32. –
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